Scheduling/Communication Log
When scheduling a patient for a new appointment/follow up there needs to be documentation placed in both the Notes: section and the Log Communication:
This helps several areas of our teams: billing, clinicians, coworkers.
By placing a note in the Notes: section example: scheduled for anxiety/depression/
BCBS/referral by Baptist/scheduled by JC 3/6/20. The reason for scheduling client/
what insurance they have/where referral came from if referred and who scheduled it.
Example: Client called in to cancel appt due to being ill/ had car trouble called @ 10:17am
on 3/6/20 JC. This note helps everyone know why the client called to cancel/ was it within
24 hrs/do they need to be billed a NO Show fee/etc.
After placing a note in the Note Section: Copy and paste it in the Communication Log/
You can go right from the appointment to do this or go into the Communication log in
the patient profile to document. We must document anytime you make contact with the
patient:
Examples: Called in to confirm appointments/Called to ask for directions/ Med Refill
Request/ Concern about Medications/ Reschedule appointments/ Cancel Appointments/
Billing Questions/ Balance/ Called patient to reschedule due to Provider out/ etc.
Anytime you make contact or try to contact the client these notes have to be made in the
Communication Log.
Anytime a client/patient calls in to cancel an appointment or reschedule: DO NOT MOVE
THAT APPOINTMENT/ document or cancel that appointment make your NOTES/Communication Log.
And then go on to schedule a new appointment/or follow up with the same process.
We are able to view who does what and when it is not being scheduled correctly. By
using the same appointment and just moving it to a different date messes up the
numbers WE as the company are trying to keep track of.
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